Christmas is coming - and you should too!

Is it ok to give an orgasm as a gift? Of course, it is! As we head into the winter months, the
season of gift-giving is upon us and after what has been a difficult year for many, a special gift
that raises a smile, could be exactly what we all need. Sexual wellness brand Satisfyer is here
to deliver exactly that, with its range of app enabled devices that is guaranteed to ensure you
take both #XmasNextLevel and #LoveNextLovel.
We’ve all been there, the ‘what to get your loved ones for Christmas’ dilemma, however,
look no further, as Satisfyer has the answer. Its incredible range of app products and new
Satisfyer Connect app, will keep spirits high this festive season and help to beat the winter
blues. Whether you want to treat yourself, a friend, or a partner, Satisfyer’s sensual selection
will have your twinkle-toes curling and is the perfect sexy stocking filler.
2020 has been a year like no other, so it’s only fitting that it’s the year in which Satisfyer have
launched its multi-feature and innovative Satisfyer Connect App. This incredible free app
allows everyone to take #XmasNextLevel and to connect with a partner remotely, so no
matter where you are and where your partner is, you can still be intimate, a bonus for this
year, as many of us can’t physically be together. Key features also include Program Play,
allowing you to explore pre-installed programs, Live Control, to design individual patterns and
rhythms according to own preferences (with a simple stroke of the finger over the screen),
and Ambient Sound and Music Vibes, for the most comprehensive multi-sensory experience
possible. Music or spoken words come alive, transmitted in vibrations. Music Vibes plays
streamed music (hello Spotify), or pairs with your own music library to convert your favourite
songs into paralleled vibration patterns. Suddenly Jingle Bells has just gotten better!
From Satisfyer’s patented signature air-pulse technology products, to couples’ devices and
cock rings and an array of vibrators, there is something for everyone this Christmas. It’s the
gift that keeps on giving!
This includes:

The Curvy1+ pleasures the clitoris with a blend of pressure wave and touch-free clitoral stimulation
and vibration, as well having a waterproof (IPX7) finish so you can take your self-satisfaction
anywhere from the sheets to the shower.
The Double Joy is the perfect partner gift, great for stimulating both partners during sex with a cshape that ensures a seductive feeling for the clitoris, G-spot and penis.
The Mono Flex is a high-flexibility rabbit vibrator which easily adapts to a woman's unique sensual
anatomy and curves – this is perfect “go to” product for those longing to experience the ecstasy of
the blended orgasm. In or out of the shower this water-proof vibe will be a safe haven of
unassuming pleasure for savouring those sensual moments alone or as a seamless partner tool.
Pleasantly flexible, the Mighty One has a long, graduated conical shape and adapts itself to all sizes,
plus has added edge for anal play. With a bigger head for clitoris stimulation and designed for
extended pleasure and sensual stamina that will keep those sleigh bells ringing.
So, what are you waiting for? Head to Satisfyer’s website to explore the range and make those
Christmas wishes come true.
Notes to Editors
Overview Satisfyer Connect Highlights
 Available in more than 30 languages
 Borderless connection around the world: Control of app devices via Internet
 Simultaneous control of up to 4 four devices
 Personalization: Creation of own vibration and rhythm patterns
 Ambient sound: rhythm and vibration control by ambient noise
 Music vibes: playback of streamed music e.g. Spotify or own music simultaneously transmitted
in rhythm and vibration patterns
 Text Messenger: Online Chat Messenger, where users can exchange messages and files or for
any other type of prelude, such as in a bar or club
 Operation via iOS-Watch

Satisfyer Connect App is honoured with the CES TWICE PICKS Award* as the best mobile app in the
entire entertainment electronics,
*
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The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any
use of such marks by EIS GmbH is under license.

About Satisfyer
Blending tech innovation and sexual health, Satisfyer is a sexual wellness brand dedicated to
creating pleasurable, multi-sensory experiences for consumers. Established in 2016, Satisfyer set the
tone within the industry, proclaiming that sexual health is for everyone, regardless of their sexual
preference, socio-economic background, age, gender or skill level. Available in more than 100
countries, with over 200 products and over 180 design awards, Satisfyer offers the most
comprehensive and robust assortment of high-quality devices, all at accessible prices. Satisfyer leads
the category in many countries, due to its marquee product, the Pro 2, which is the most sold sexual
wellness device in the world. For more information, please visit www.satisfyer.com

